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Mesh material low pass filters for millimeter wave applications: is1

the square capacitive shape optimal?2

Jonathan A. Thompsona,*, Giampaolo Pisanoa, Carole Tuckera
3

aSchool of Physics and Astronomy, Cardiff University, The Parade, Cardiff UK, CF24 3AA4

Abstract. The use of mesh filters for millimeter wave applications using capacitive and inductive grids is well known5

and they are widely used in cosmic microwave background instrumentation. We report here on an investigation into6

whether the capacitive square shape typically used in low pass filter designs, could be improved upon. The micro-7

genetic algorithm and the finite differences, time domain, electromagnetic modelling method were used to look for8

shape variations to the standard square shape. Any shape changes discovered were then analysed to establish which9

variations had the most effect. We shall show that improvements found using pixelated patterns evolved by the genetic10

algorithm were somewhat mixed.11

Keywords: millimeter waves, FDTD, genetic algorithm, mesh filter.12
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1 Introduction14

Filters for millimeter electromagnetic waves are an essential part of many radio astronomical in-15

struments and their implementation using metallic mesh grids is becoming common place. Their16

design, however, can still be a somewhat involved process and tends to be restricted to a small num-17

ber of well-known patterns, namely square plates (for capacitive grids) and square holes (inductive18

grids).19

The study reported here set out to discover if there were any improvements that could be made20

to a capacitive mesh made from square patches when used for low pass filters. The investigation21

procedure consisted of three stages; finding an initial conventional design, improving the design by22

varying the layer pattern and then decomposing the pattern changes. A genetic algorithm coupled23

to an electromagnetic modelling method was used in the first two stages.24

The use of square patch and square hole metal meshes to construct low and high pass filters25

was first described by Ulrich.1 Pisano et al2 review many device types that have been implemented26
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using such meshes in millimetre wave astronomy instrumentation, while Ade et al3 concentrates27

on filter applications. A combination of the square patch and hole (often referred to as a cross)28

has been used to produce a band pass response; Moallem and Sarabandi4 and Wang et al5 describe29

examples while Melo et al6 reviews the history of its use and mentions other patterns that have30

been investigated. Split ring resonators have also been used in band pass and band stop filters,31

Navarro-Cia et al7 and Kundu et al8 are examples. Wu et al9 investigate a fractal pattern to provide32

a similar response.33

The use of a genetic algorithm as a search method was first described by Holland10 and later34

by Goldberg.11 The Micro-Genetic Algorithm (MGA), an improvement that does not require large35

numbers of candidate solutions to be evaluated, was proposed by Krishnakumar.12 Ge and Esselle13
36

described using the MGA and the finite differences, time domain (FDTD) modelling method to ex-37

plore unconventional patterns for reflective surfaces. The patterns were constructed from 16x1638

pixelated grids with four fold symmetry. Sui et at14 use this technique to design and construct a fre-39

quency selective surface absorber and Thompson and Pisano15 extended the method to find designs40

for millimeter wave transmission devices. Ranjan et al16, 17 use a binary wind driven optimisation41

algorithm with pixelated patterns to design frequency selective surfaces. Mohammed et al18 com-42

pare a number of nature inspired optimisation algorithms, including the genetic algorithm, when43

applied to antenna design. Campbell et al19 review the general field of numerical optimisation44

applied to electromagnetic device design.45

The first stage of the investigation consisted of searching for low pass filter solutions using46

the genetic algorithm and the propagation matrix electromagnetic modelling method described by47

Orfanadis.20 Admittance curves were computed for various sizes of conventional square capacitive48

plate in a standard unit cell. This information was used to derive admittance curves for the desired49
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unit cell and plate size by scaling and interpolation. The propagation matrix method used this in-50

formation to rapidly model a solution and generate its transmittance and phase shift characteristics.51

In this way, large numbers of generations of possible solutions can be assessed in a short time to52

arrive at an initial low pass filter design using the MGA search algorithm.53

In the second stage, this initial solution was used as a starting point for a further MGA search54

using the FDTD electromagnetic modelling method, described by Taflove and Hagness21 and by55

Schneider.22 The conventional square plates were converted into NxN pixelated panels, the value56

of N being chosen so as to represent the initial solution as closely as possible while still keeping57

the search space and FDTD model reasonably sized. The search then proceeds with the genetic58

algorithm varying the patterns away from the initial conventional square shapes, while keeping the59

unit cell and layer spacing fixed at the values found in stage 1. This stage is rather more processor60

intensive than the first stage and was undertaken on Cardiff University’s Hawk compute cluster.61

The NxN patterns resulting from stage 2 usually showed the basic outline of the starting shapes62

from stage 1 with a number of changes, for example, corners cut off, extra protrusions, holes etc. In63

the third stage, changes were identified and tested in isolation to establish their individual effects.64

A number of constraints were applied to the designs produced by the first stage. They were65

restricted to 4 layers, two instances of each of two patterns arranged symmetrically. The sizes of66

the square shapes for the initial conventional designs were required to fit on the FDTD grid used67

for the second stage pattern search. The unit cell used on each layer was restricted to a simple set of68

ratios, 1:1, 2:1, to allow the designs to be easily modelled. Since possible improvements due to the69

layer patterns are being investigated, it does not matter that the initial designs are not necessarily70

optimal due to these constraints, any improvements found due to shape variation should still be71

applicable.72
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2 The Electromagnetic Modelling Methods73

The propagation matrix method, used in stage 1, is described in detail by Orfanidis.20 The method74

is a one-dimensional solution of Maxwell’s equations, separating waves into forward and reverse75

components. Matrices were derived that represent waves travelling through dielectrics (propaga-76

tion matrices) and across boundaries between different dielectrics (matching matrices). The treat-77

ment is easily extensible to cover the metallic meshes that are the subject of this study by using78

their complex admittance either from a formula, for example one those collected together by Lee79

et al,23 or by using modelling tools to measure it, the approach taken here. Thompson and Pisano15
80

provide a summary of the modelling method as implemented.81

The second stage utilised FDTD, a three-dimensional modelling method that calculates the82

solutions to Maxwell’s equations using second order finite differences. Good descriptions of the83

method are given by Taflove and Hagness21 and Schneider.22 The implementation used here is84

described in Thompson and Pisano15 and was verified against Ansys HFSS.24
85

3 The Micro-Genetic Algorithm86

The MGA used to perform the searches is described by Krishnakumar12 and the implementation87

utilised here is a development of that described in Thompson and Pisano.15 It proceeds as shown88

in Fig. 1.89

To calculate the fitness of each individual, the results from the electromagnetic model are as-90

sessed against a fitness function. In this study, the transfer functions of two common low pass91

filter types, Butterworth and Chebyshev, were used. The area between the modelled curve and the92

fitness function was used as the measure of unfitness.93
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Chromosome bit stringIndividual

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

Initial population

5 individuals

Most fit, 

the elite

Least fit

Evaluate fitness

The elite 

individual

Breed next generation

Other 

individuals 

are bred 

from the 

previous 

generation

Fig 1 The micro-genetic algorithm. The starting point is an initial population of 5 individuals. Their chromosome bit

strings are normally generated randomly, but in stage 2 of the methodology one of the individuals is initialized from

the best solution of stage 1. The fitness of each individual is then assessed by running the electromagnetic model on

the structure represented by its chromosome and comparing the results with the fitness function. The best individual

is marked as the elite and is automatically included in the next generation. Four new members are then bred from

the previous generation to bring the numbers back to 5. A check is performed to maintain the genetic diversity of the

generation; if all the individuals have more than 95% of their chromosomes identical, the four bred individuals are

replaced with completely new random individuals. The loop then continues with fitness evaluation.

The patterns used by the MGA to improve the fit of a solution to the desired transfer function94

were N by N (N is always even), four-fold symmetric, pixelated plates. The 16 by 16 pixel plate95

was used by Ge and Esselle[1] in their study. Here the resolution of the plate is chosen such that96

the starting point for stage 2 can be reasonably accurately represented. The disadvantage of higher97

resolution plates is that they increase the size of the solution space being searched. To maintain the98

four-fold symmetry that all the filter designs described here require, only one triangle of a plate is99

actually specified, as shown in Fig. 2.100
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38

39 40 41

42 43

44

Fig 2 A pixelated plate and its binary encoding. As described by Ge and Esselle13 and reiterated in Thompson and

Pisano,15 a four-fold pixelated NxN plate can be represented by the binary code covering one triangle of the plate as

shown in this example of an 18x18 plate. The numbers in the pixels indicate the bit number in the gene encoding.

4 Results101

The methodology outlined in the previous sections was used to investigate two low pass filter102

designs; a seventh order Chebyshev and a fifth order Butterworth.103

4.1 Seventh order Chebyshev low pass filter104

A seventh order low pass Chebyshev filter with a pass-band ripple of 0.5dB was specified as the105

fitness function for the first investigation. The conventional squares solution found by stage 1 is106

shown in Fig. 3. The stage 2 search was then initialised with this information and the layer patterns107

found are shown in Fig. 4. The transmittance curves are shown in Fig. 5, showing how the pattern108

changes made by stage 2 have brought the response closer to the ideal.109

The losses incurred by the signal passing through the filter were estimated by measuring both110

the transmittance and the reflectance. These are shown in Fig. 6. The losses for both the capacitive111
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Repeat Cell Size

1.716mm

Unit Cell Size

0.858mm

Unit Cell Size

1.716mm

 Layer 1

2x2 80% Squares

 Layer 2

70% Square

 Layer 3

70% Square

 Layer 4

2x2 80% Squares

Layer Spacing

0.875mm

Fig 3 The best solution from stage 1 for the seventh order Chebyshev low pass filter example. It consists of two layers

repeated in reverse order with a repeat cell size of 1.716mm and a layer spacing of 0.875mm. Layers 1 and 4 consist

of a 2x2 layout of 80% squares each in a unit cell of 0.858mm. Layers 2 and 3 are single 70% squares in a unit cell of

1.716mm covering the entire repeat cell.

Fig 4 The best solution from stage 2 for the seventh order Chebyshev low pass filter example. These are the 4-fold

20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.
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Fig 5 The transmittance curves of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1), the best evolved solution from

stage 2 and the ideal filter response. It can be seen that the plate pattern changes from the stage 2 evolution have caused

the transmittance characteristic to move closer to the target; most significantly, the pass-band ripple has been reduced.

squares pattern produced by stage 1 and the binary pattern produced by stage 2 are pretty much112

identical within the passband of the filter and below the diffraction limit, within the accuracy limits113

of the FDTD modelling technique. The losses of the evolved design do increase in the stop band.114

The effect of the various changes made by the genetic algorithm were then investigated in115

stage 3. An error value was calculated for the stage 2 result by measuring the area between its116

transmittance curve and the target curve. Pattern features introduced by the genetic algorithm were117

then removed one by one and the FDTD model run to allow the calculation of an error for each118

case. The effect of each pattern feature could then be assessed. All the results of this are shown119

in Fig. 7. The conventional capacitive squares solution produced by stage one, returned an error120

of 3.19 (the units are GHz, the transmittance being a power ratio). The evolved solution of stage121

2 showed an error of 1.68. The evolved solution reduced the error by 47%, most of the change122
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Fig 6 The losses of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1) and the best evolved solution from stage 2 for

the Chebyshev filter. The losses of the two solutions are minimal and similar within the passband. In the stop band,

however, the evolved solution showed significant loss around 125GHz. The diffraction limit is at 160GHz.

coming in the ripple in the passband.123

4.2 Butterworth low pass filter124

For the second example, a fifth order low pass Butterworth filter was specified as the fitness func-125

tion. To obtain a reasonable Butterworth response, it proved necessary to reduce the upper limit126

to 125GHz, thus easing the requirements on the diffraction zone. The result of stage 1 is shown127

in Fig. 8. The stage 2 search was initialised with this result, the layer patterns found are shown in128

Fig. 9 and the transmittance curves of the stage 1 solution, stage 2 solution and the ideal are shown129

in Fig. 10.130

Using the same error estimating method as for the Chebyshev case, an error reduction of just131

8% is achieved by the evolved design over the conventional squares. However, unlike with the132
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Stage 1 result

Error: 3.19

The conventional square 

capacitive plates result

Description Layers 1&4 Layers 2&3 Comments

Stage 2 result

Error: 1.68

Improvement: 47%

The solution evolved from 

the conventional result

Layers 2&3 corner 

dots

Error: 1.90

Improvement: 40%

The dots only make a 

small difference to the 

error

Layers 2&3 plate 

holes

Error: 1.71

Improvement: 46%

These plate holes make 

even less difference

Layers 2&3 plate 

corners not cut off

Error: 2.74

Improvement: 14%

This change makes the 

biggest difference of all 

the changes made to 

layers 2&3

Layers 1&4 plate 

center holes

Error: 1.84

Improvement: 42%

The holes in the center of 

the layer 1&4 plates make 

only a small difference

Layers 1&4 middle 

corners

Error: 1.97

Improvement: 38%

Only a small difference 

made by this feature

Layers 1&4 outer 

corners

Error: 2.20

Improvement: 31%

The rounding of the outer 

corners of layers 1&4 do 

make a difference

Fig 7 Fitness factors were calculated for the result of stage 2 and for patterns with various stage 2 changes removed.

The conclusion is that the corners of layers 2&3 and the outer corners of layers 1&4 make the most difference. The

other changes appear to make only a marginal difference.
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Repeat Cell Size

1.789mm

Unit Cell Size

1.789mm

 Layer 1

30% Square

 Layer 2

60% Square

 Layer 3

60% Square

 Layer 4

30% Square

Layer Spacing

1.167mm

Fig 8 The best solution from stage 1 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter example. It consists of two layers

repeated in reverse order with a repeat cell size of 1.789mm and a layer spacing of 1.167mm. Layers 1 and 4 consist

of a single 30% square. Layers 2 and 3 are single 60%.

Fig 9 The best solution from stage 2 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter example. These are the 4-fold

20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.
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Fig 10 The best solution from stage 2 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter example. These are the 4-fold

20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.

Chebyshev filter, three quarters of this comes about through a better conformance to the roll off on133

the approach to the stop band, arguably an unimportant improvement.134

The losses incurred by the signal passing through the filter were again estimated, shown in Fig.135

11. The losses for both the capacitive squares pattern produced by stage 1 and the binary pattern136

produced by stage 2 are very similar and minimal up to the 125GHz search limit.137

4.3 An existing filter138

A six layer mesh filter design that has been used on a number of millimeter wave astronomy139

instruments, including the Atacama Cosmology Telescope,25 was used to demonstrate the effects140

of the optimisation suggested. The original filter showed a Chebyshev-like response at the lower141

frequencies in its pass band. In accordance with the Chebyshev filter recommendation, the corners142

of the square patches used were cut off. The results of HFSS modelling is shown in Fig. 12. The143
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Fig 11 The losses of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1) and the best evolved solution from stage 2

for the Butterworth filter. The losses of the two solutions are minimal and very similar (the evolved pattern having a

slightly higher loss around 80GHz) up to 125GHz limit of the search.

effect of removing the corners does reduce the pass band ripples slightly. In addition, the transition144

from pass band to the cut off is a little sharper. Both effects are quite small but may be useful.145

5 Conclusions146

The search for alternative shapes to conventional capacitive squares for the implementation of147

millimeter wave filters returned mixed results. The search concentrated on designs that conformed148

to a set of constraints to make their modelling possible. The aim, though, was to find shape changes149

that might be more generally applicable.150

For Chebyshev-like filters, where ripple in the pass band is traded for a steeper cut-off, remov-151

ing the corners from the conventional squares, can lead to a 35% improvement in the deviation152

from the theoretical transmittance. Most of this improvement is achieved in the pass band ripple153
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Fig 12 The response of a common low pass filter design used by the Cardiff group in various millimeter wave

astronomy instruments showing the effect of removing the corners of the square patches.
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which is significant. This can be achieved with minimal effect on losses. When applied to an154

existing filter, there was also a small sharpening of the pass band to cut off corner.155

The Butterworth style filter tells a different story though. Although the evolved pattern in this156

case did show an 8% improvement in deviation from the theoretical transmittance curve, most of157

this improvement came about through better conformance of the cut-off near the stop band. A part158

of the curve where it can be argued small changes like this are not significant.159

The experimental testing of the results reported was, unfortunately, halted due to the Covid-19160

pandemic and remains outstanding for the foreseeable future. The modelling, manufacturing and161

testing of the mesh technology used in this study is well understood by the group at Cardiff and162

confidence is high that the performance of manufactured devices would be close to the modelling163

reported here. This has been demonstrated through a variety of conceptually different devices, half164

wave plates,26, 27 Toraldo pupils,28 Magnetic mirrors,29 Mesh lenses.30, 31
165
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List of Figures271

1 The micro-genetic algorithm. The starting point is an initial population of 5 in-272

dividuals. Their chromosome bit strings are normally generated randomly, but in273

stage 2 of the methodology one of the individuals is initialized from the best so-274

lution of stage 1. The fitness of each individual is then assessed by running the275

electromagnetic model on the structure represented by its chromosome and com-276

paring the results with the fitness function. The best individual is marked as the277

elite and is automatically included in the next generation. Four new members are278

then bred from the previous generation to bring the numbers back to 5. A check is279

performed to maintain the genetic diversity of the generation; if all the individuals280

have more than 95% of their chromosomes identical, the four bred individuals are281

replaced with completely new random individuals. The loop then continues with282

fitness evaluation.283

2 A pixelated plate and its binary encoding. As described by Ge and Esselle13 and284

reiterated in Thompson and Pisano,15 a four-fold pixelated NxN plate can be rep-285

resented by the binary code covering one triangle of the plate as shown in this286

example of an 18x18 plate. The numbers in the pixels indicate the bit number in287

the gene encoding.288
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3 The best solution from stage 1 for the seventh order Chebyshev low pass filter289

example. It consists of two layers repeated in reverse order with a repeat cell size290

of 1.716mm and a layer spacing of 0.875mm. Layers 1 and 4 consist of a 2x2291

layout of 80% squares each in a unit cell of 0.858mm. Layers 2 and 3 are single292

70% squares in a unit cell of 1.716mm covering the entire repeat cell.293

4 The best solution from stage 2 for the seventh order Chebyshev low pass filter294

example. These are the 4-fold 20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.295

5 The transmittance curves of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1), the296

best evolved solution from stage 2 and the ideal filter response. It can be seen that297

the plate pattern changes from the stage 2 evolution have caused the transmittance298

characteristic to move closer to the target; most significantly, the pass-band ripple299

has been reduced.300

6 The losses of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1) and the best evolved301

solution from stage 2 for the Chebyshev filter. The losses of the two solutions302

are minimal and similar within the passband. In the stop band, however, the303

evolved solution showed significant loss around 125GHz. The diffraction limit304

is at 160GHz.305

7 Fitness factors were calculated for the result of stage 2 and for patterns with various306

stage 2 changes removed. The conclusion is that the corners of layers 2&3 and the307

outer corners of layers 1&4 make the most difference. The other changes appear308

to make only a marginal difference.309
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8 The best solution from stage 1 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter ex-310

ample. It consists of two layers repeated in reverse order with a repeat cell size of311

1.789mm and a layer spacing of 1.167mm. Layers 1 and 4 consist of a single 30%312

square. Layers 2 and 3 are single 60%.313

9 The best solution from stage 2 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter exam-314

ple. These are the 4-fold 20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.315

10 The best solution from stage 2 for the fifth order Butterworth low pass filter exam-316

ple. These are the 4-fold 20x20 binary patterns settled on for the four layers.317

11 The losses of the starting point (the best solution from stage 1) and the best evolved318

solution from stage 2 for the Butterworth filter. The losses of the two solutions are319

minimal and very similar (the evolved pattern having a slightly higher loss around320

80GHz) up to 125GHz limit of the search.321

12 The response of a common low pass filter design used by the Cardiff group in322

various millimeter wave astronomy instruments showing the effect of removing323

the corners of the square patches.324
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